


Stay.com Public Beta

A User-Centric Online Travel Development



Stay.com
A Short Preview of Elements

Slide descriptions

3 Landing page and brief intro to basic guide building elements
4     Featured (or recommended/voted user guides (Stays)
5     Maps in your pocket. Printed PDF Guides (part one)
6     Guides in your pocket. Individualized relevance (part two)
7     Stay goes deep. The drilldown to advanced user guides.
8     Linked elements. Guides and Stays built, shared, binding a travel story
9     Below the fold. The beginning of advanced place relationships
10 Basic reviewing and adding Stay objects. 
11 Basic interactive maps. The “where” of travel planning.
12 Your Stay guide building basics
13 Previewing your Stay guide. (from map view creation)
14   Basic Facebook sharing. 



Personalized Travel Guides in Your Pocket
And In Your Friends’ Too

The Landing – The Beginning of a Stay

Stay.com’s landing page is designed 
to be impactful, and aesthetically 
beautiful,  while providing users 
with the most easily understood with the most easily understood 
and navigable controls possible. 

Intuition is a big part of Stay’s 
developmental process. From 
search to navigational aides, Stay 
will be simple as well as a deep 
reservoir of information. 



Featured User Stays

User Built and Suggested Guides

Beyond a review, more deep than
simple text or lone images,  users on
Stay build and share guides to the
places and times of their lives – their
travels.

Stay is interactive and social, on 
site, as well as on Twitter and 
Facebook. The Stay community can
also discuss on Stay their plans and
experiences. 



Maps In Your Pocket
(Soon Stay links to your iPhone)

Where Are We?

Stay.com provides users with
downloadable PDF travel guides and
maps of their itineraries.maps of their itineraries.

Upcoming versions will be fully
mobile. The Imagine utilizing
Stay.com as an instantaneous, on
the spot resource, a real time
booking engine for attractions. An
Uplink to a vast network!



Landmarks, History, Your Fiends, in Your Pocket

Individualization  and Relevance

What could be more personal, more
relevant, than a guide – on or offline
– tailored to your Stay?

The image at right shows this persons 
itinerary visually and textually. Combined
with the map (and notes), he or she has
in hand (later on their mobile) everything
they need to promote their Stay.

Multiply this by the collective refinement.



Stay Goes Deep

Stay.com, even at the launch of
The public Beta, is the most in
Depth online travel guide (for its 
size) in the world. 

Ultra simplified filtering of bars andUltra simplified filtering of bars and
pubs for example, let’s users pick
and add the top rated bars in any
city to their Stays. Not just by user
reviews, but graphical and in depth
ones. Stay takes opinions much
farther than fuzzy text. And, there
is much more to come.



Every Element Inextricably Linked
Your Stay

If you ever hungered for a tool that 
could refine your travel experience,
Stay.com Beta is a huge step in the 
right direction.

You can add the Rome restaurant atYou can add the Rome restaurant at
right to your Stay, make notes about
it, review it, put it and other venues
in your coat pocket, and later not
only tell your friends and the
community about it, but SHOW
them. Soon via your own images,
voice, and video.



Below the Fold
In the screen below you see what’s below the fold beneath the previous restaurant. Note the 

locations and distances, but especially “your guide,” which floats along with you as you scroll. Just 
find a nearby attraction and click add. 



Reviewing and Adding Stay Objects
The view below shows a nice Shanghai Hotel. You can see the interactive map, and my 

user Stay guide panel to the right. Nice place, I think I will check it out on the map.



Interactive Map View
In this view (the drill down) you can see your hotel’s location, check for availability, and add it to 
your stay if so desired. Many other interactive map aspects are on Stay.com 2.0, and many more 

are being added each week. But, this basic hotel review shows the straightforward interface. 



Your Stay Building
As you can see in this next view, I have added other attractions to my this guide on Stay, as well as 

having adding this hotel to the top of my guide list via the “add to stay” button. 



Preview Your Guide
Clicking “preview your guide” brings up the user created guide. You will not I have not booked my 
hotel yet, only chose it. The intuitive interface waits for your decision (it asks you to if you want 

to check for those rates – this takes you to the booking engine. 



Sharing
The rest is fairly obvious. We have come full circle, except for all the other attractions and 

searching options. These simple steps allow Stay.com users to fairly quickly learn about, choose, 
document and share their travel plans, ideas, stopovers, changes, and everything that transpires 

(with images and video soon) while they travel. 



Upcoming Stay Features

Geo-Location Engagement
Where you are, is where it’s at

Widgets and Networking
Post Your Stay’s Everywhere

Stay.com is already designing and
refining tools which will allow users far
more outreach and networking ability. 

Blogging your personal and collective
travel experiences, commenting on
them, discussing them, showing
them to the world will soon be
available for Wordpress, as well as
social networks. 


